Baba O’Riley ➔ Tomorrow Never Knows *(Grateful Dead Play in B – Original is in C)*

Intro – Notes over | E // B | A /// |

Verse ||: E / / B | A / / :||
Out here in the fields I fight for my meals
I get my back into my living
I don't need to fight to prove I'm right
I don't need to be forgiven

Instru 4 x ||: E / / B | A / / :|| B - - - | B - - - | B - - - | - - - - ||

| B - - - | % | % | % |
Don't cry, Don't raise your eye, It's only teenage wasteland

Verse ||: E / / B | A / / :||
Sally, take my hand travel south crossland
Put out the fire don't look past my shoulder
The exodus is here the happy ones are near
Let's get together before we get much older

Lead

Teenage wasteland, It's only teenage wasteland
Teenage wasteland Oh, oh Teenage wasteland
They're all wasted!

Tomorrow Never Knows

Intro ||: B - - - | % | % | % :||

Verse ||: B / / | % | % | % ||
| A/B / / | % | B / / | % :||

Turn off your mind, relax and float down stream, It is not dying, it is not dying
Lay down all thoughts, surrender to the void, It is shining, it is shining
Yet you may see the meaning of within, It is being, it is being

Lead = Verse

Love is all and love is everyone, It is knowing, it is knowing
And ignorance and hate mourn the dead, It is believing, it is believing
But listen to the colour of your dreams, It is not leaving, it is not leaving
So play the game "Existence" to the end, Of the beginning, of the beginning

Outro ||: B / / | % | A/B / / | % :||
Of the beginning, of the beginning, Of the beginning, of the beginning. . . .